
ISSUES PROGRAMS LIST 

                     Quarterly Issues Programs List for Stations- KJMH, KKRC, KTSR, KLCL, KHLA, KNGT 

Apr 1st- June 30th 2020 

 

Section I. Issues 

The station has identified the following issues as significant issues facing our community in this quarter: 

A. Coronavirus: Louisiana has really had major affects from the COVID-19 Pandemic and Lake 
Charles has also seen plenty of citizens contract the Coronavirus. Our stations have 
contacted public officials to talk about the Pandemic and offered information on testing 
sites and public information on how to practice social distancing through liners on the radio 
brands. 

B. Crime: With the global shutdown and many jobs becoming scarce due to the pandemic, 
there has been a rise in crime locally. There has also been an uptick in scammers, phony 
websites, and phishing emails.  We have been in contact with the sheriff who has given 
messages to the public to prepare and be on alert for suspicious activities.  

C. Unemployment: Businesses in Lake Charles are hurting financially, some unable to pay their 
rent as a result of the government mandated lockdowns.  This has caused for many of them 
to cut back on employees.  Unemployment rates are at an all-time high.  There are local 
temp areas who are offering assistance for people looking for employment and some of 
those ads have been on our brands. 

D. Minority Concerns: Racial tensions have been high all over the world. There are groups who 
are organizing together for justice and equality for all individuals involved. Locally, the 
Mayor has held various conference and offered compassion in videos circulating locally. The 
task of equality is a huge feat, however there are many of us working together with local 
politicians and leaders on creating a platform everyone to work together in the future. 

E. Personal and Mental Fitness: With area gyms closing their doors during quarantine, many 

local residents are complaining about the “Quarantine-15”.  Locally, there has been a group 

of personal trainers who have come together to create programs virtually for people to 

follow and create a daily routine.  We have shared these programs on our website and social 

media pages for site visitors to contact them for future classes.  Mental health is also a 

priority and with this national Pandemic, it is understood that everyone should work out 

their bodies as well as their minds. 

 

Section II. Responsive Programs 

The responsive program is titled “Infotrak”, which airs weekly on KJMH (107 Jamz), KTSR (92.1 

The Bridge) & KKRC (Cajun Radio 1290) at 6 am and KNGT (Gator 99.5), KHLA (92.9 The Lake) & 

KLCL(Magic 1470) at 11 pm in a 30- minutes segment airing on Sundays.  

A Comprehensive summary of that program is presented below. 



 



 

 



 

 



 

 



 

 



 

 



 

 



 

 



 

 



 

 



 

 



 

 



 

 


